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Learning is defined as any relatively permenent change in behavior that occurs as a result

of   ............................ .

practice or experince practice and knowledge

experience or knowledge knowledge and condition

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

How many types of conditioning are there?

one two three four

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.............................. is the process of learning to make one response to one stimulus and another

response to another stimulus.

instrumental conditioning emotional responses

discrimination generalization

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

......................................may be quite effective when it is used to suppress on behaveior while, at

the same time, positively reinforcing other behavior.

punishment discrimination generalization encouragment

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

what is the important sensorimotor milestone?

development of knowledge through the interplay of assimilation

study of infancy

development of object permanance 

learning activities

5-

1.

2.

3.

4.

what has the age of 6 through 12 been called by Piaget?

pre operational stage concrete operations

adult like germmer stage self serring stage

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A key developmental task of old age, according to Erikson, is........................... .

recognition memory emotionally blanced perspective 

modifying interpersonal relationship the achievement of ego intengrity

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What are the  Jung's general attitude types?

extroversion introversion

extroversion and introversion confidence

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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According to Erikson, success in each stage depends on ...................  .

person's adjustment , in the previous stages

person's adjustment , in the naxt stages

person's adjustmant in the stage 2

person's adjustment to stage 5

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following chooses isn't basic tools to assess personality?

personal interview objective test 

projective test trust versus mistrust 

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to Alfred Adler's belives: Each of us ............................. to choose our own destiny.

is free isn't free can't have lack 

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which psychologist was influenced by Freud?

Carl Jung Erikson Alfred Adler Karen Horney

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to Carl Rogers, All organism , are born with ........................... capacities. 

chemical psychological biological personality

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Why is observation  done?

it's given and scord according  to standardized procedures

to find out how a person behaves in every day situations

the conversation may range over a numder of subject

it can make a difference in the out  come of an interview

14-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What do projective tests of personality use?

they use construction questionaires

they use effective dependance on the honesty

they use ambiguous stimuli that can elicit unlimited number of responses

they are inexpensive to use , easy to score , and  don't depend on the interpretive skills

15-

1.

2.

3.

4.

His parents .................................... him in a math class when he was 8.

go defray enroll provide

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A good way to .................................. your vocabulary is to read a daily news paper.

enlarge search find learn

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Nursery schools are usually for children between the ages ................ to.....................  .

three-six two-five one-seven two-four

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Where does family day came happen?

nursery school kinder garten primary grades at home

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

what is the goal of kindergarten?

provide total care for child not to provide total care for child

teach academic skills recieve instruction in science

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It's essential to read any document carefully befor you sign it.

unimportant good necessary bad

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We have to provide a service for the public

supply graduate recieve enlarge

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

children need to be .................................. on the danger of drug - taking

education educative educated to educate

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her family doesn't appreciate her.

value highly apparatus explore encourage

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

noglect means:

accept permeat

give too  little care or attention explore

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I enjoy my job , but I'd like to do something  more.........................................  .

create creation accept creative

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some Parents still ....................... their children like a child when they are old enough.

treat utter formulate analyze

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ie's important to develop good study ............................  .

sample announcement creation skill

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The result are based on a ..................................... of 100 people from different jobs and ages.

sample emergence expedition skill

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"ability that comes from training or practice" is called..........................

skill sample periode insight

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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